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Learning to Make A Compartment  

Droplet of rain, 
cradled in an alder leaf, 
gravestones surround a fresh dug hole, 
late spring below the mountain, 
I hold in my hands the simple wooden box that holds my father’s ashes. 
 

 Other boxes, other times? 
“Attend to your writing and put all the rest in a compartment.” 
Teacher, I ask now what are the magical makings of this space?  

 
{Will such a compartment comport to carry the doggery dirt of mortal comings and goings? 
Perhaps, I might add the florid flurry and fury of a life measured only in messy metaphors 

like less than the blink of an eye? Will I put inside more tired, dead clichés of living a life and let them wrestle 
for forgotten meaning: one drop of rain; a grain of sand; a dust particle light year’s flying in the milky way?} 

 
How might this space hold a myriad of ephemeral gestures, an eon’s paradox inside?   
And all of life’s watered promises told in breath and blood? 
 
We agree that we must braid the compartment  
in loving compositions of self and the music of nature. 
Mine shall have walls made from the seeds of a bull kelp forest  
undulating in the deep clear blue of the cold summer’s ocean 
and the brine salt dried from my shivering form 
on sun baked pebbles of the beach. 
Inside will be Yeats’ dancer telling on the dance,  
with other respirations of our favourite poets,  
and the nervous whimsy, the shouts and the screams, 
of one more clackety clack of the centrifugal force 
of a wooden roller-coaster ride. 
 
I hardly knew you, but knew you just the same. 
Might I put inside that look in your eyes, behind those bi-focal contacts, 
that shows a kind heart and shimmer of a spirit  
soaring under the safe gossamer cover  
and practiced black jacketed routines of its corporeal form? 
 
Celtic sons who eulogized our fathers, 
jagged hot smiling tears informing our written words, 
we know the construction of compartments is a fluid adventure 
living in the ebbing in-between of nights and days, 
tidal lows and tidal highs. 
In each new rain,  
love as boundless form,  
Teacher teaching tomorrow. 
Dissolution and integration 
with the earth and beyond to the sky.  


